OMEGAMITE - THE PORTABLE OFFICE

OmegaMite is the newest member of the Compucorp family of information processors. OmegaMite is the first Office Automation System designed to be both a work station on Compucorp's Local Area Network and a high performance standalone travel companion. OmegaMite represents all you could want in a single package. It weighs less than 25 pounds, is rugged, dependable and versatile. It is packaged in an attractive carrying bag for easy portability. OmegaMite is ready to go when you are, all you need is any standard, grounded outlet. It sets up in moments out of the carrying bag and operates on standard electrical power. It has a standard printer port for compatibility with a wide range of printers.

FULL 9" DISPLAY
Compucorp's large 9" diagonal AMBER display is built-in, eliminating the need for an external display. You will immediately notice the comfort of looking at our large, easy to read characters arranged in a traditional 80 column by 25 row display. OmegaMite is a complete computer in itself.

FULL SIZE KEYBOARD
You will immediately feel the comfort of the full size professional keyboard on OmegaMite. The keys are dished and sculptured for your typing convenience, and you have a full numeric keypad as well as 22 user definable function keys for ease of use with this powerful system. This is the same keyboard layout that is found on all of Compucorp's award winning processing systems.

FULL SYSTEM COMPATIBILITY
Best of all, is the fact that OmegaMite is fully compatible with the entire Compucorp product line, up to and including OmegaNet, Compucorp's own state of the art local area network. As a matter of fact, OmegaMite was designed from the beginning to be a fully functional workstation on OmegaNet, performing any function offered.

WIDE CHOICE OF SOFTWARE
OmegaMite operates with the Omega word processing software which is rated number one by end users for two consecutive years in the latest Datapro Users Surveys. It is also capable of running a wide variety of CP/M® application programs. Compucorp's new spreadsheet application provides powerful financial analysis. DBMS-1 is available for unprecedented list/data handling in an ultra-compact processor.
Basic and Fortran applications can be used on OmegaMite for those operators who demand such capability.

BUILT-IN COMMUNICATIONS
OmegaMite has a built-in modem that enables information to be sent and received over standard telephone lines to other Compucorp processors or a wide variety of privately operated information services.
SPECIFICATIONS

Memory 64K or 256K

Display
  size 9" Diagonal, tiltable
  color Amber
  format 80 columns x 25 line
  char. size 5 x 7 characters in a 6 x 8 field

Keyboard Low profile, selective (ASCII available)
  50-key typing area
  5-key cursor control
  18-key numeric pad
  22-key user definable function keys

Disks 1 or 2 drives, 655 KB each.
  Double sided, Double density.

Ports RS-252C Standard

CPU 4 MHZ Z-80

Communications 300 baud internal Acoustic coupler standard.
  Bell 103 compatible.
  Full duplex, originate and answer.

Power Source 100-240 V, 50-60 Hz. Switch selectable

Software
  standard Omega Simplifier
  Asynchronous Communications

  optional Omega Level C
  OmegaNet Level 1
  OmegaComm II - TTY
  DataComm 2780/3780
  CP/M®
  CBASIC
  FORTRAN

Processor Footprint 21" wide x 7 1/4" deep

Physical
  Dimensions 21" wide x 10.35" high x 9.4" deep
  Weight less than 25 lbs.

* Specifications subject to change

CP/M® is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.